2019 Early Move-In Placard

Valid 8/5/19 – 8/14/19

Valid for one hour in reserved move-in loading spaces or designated long term parking areas (if reserved spaces are unavailable, valid for two hours in permitted spaces near residence).

 Issued Time: ___________  Expiration Time: ___________

Residential Area: ____________________________

This placard is not valid in fire lanes, no parking areas or pay spaces.

Please relocate vehicle to either the Coliseum, Dan Allen or West parking deck after move-in or no later than the expiration time on this placard.

A valid Handicapped plate or placard must be displayed to park in handicapped spaces.

Beginning 8/21/19 all vehicles must have a valid 2019-20 Academic Year NC State parking credential for the area parked in. For assistance, please contact the Transportation office at 919-515-3424.